The Zlota center,
Poland
The internationalization of capital and product markets led to rapid growth of the world economy in the 1990. Historically we
as a service company have been following our clients to wherever we developed their business. It resulted in long-lasting
partnership, which we still cherish today. Read the story about the start of our international expansion.
Staying close to the client
With the main focus on Dutch market, our company achieved a record
turnover of 182 million Dutch guilders (83 million euros) with 1,260
employees. Meeting the new market demand and client expectations
meant that we had to reach new levels of flexibility. Continuously
composing dedicated project teams became the aim of the game.
Tebodin wanted to venture into Central and Eastern Europe
and strengthen its presence in the Middle East. Staying close to the
client by opening new offices remained the company strategy, as was
offering a wide range of high quality services. The main market sectors
our company chose to focus on internationally were oil & gas,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, food & beverage, buildings, infrastructure
and the public sector.
Into the East
In CEE countries, we established a representative office. This new
office would then have to become self-supporting by developing its own
local network. This approach turned out to be most successful. And in
just few years we had thriving offices with clients in Russia, the Baltics,
Ukraine, Poland, the Czech Republic, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Cultural and linguistic barriers, old business habits, organizational
differences had to be overcome quickly. However, the ambition to
create a much larger office network in Europe was ultimately rewarding.
Competitors found themselves far behind as Tebodin was serving
clients in new European markets.
75 years after our founding, the small engineering firm had grown
beyond recognition but its character had not changed. Integrity with a
healthy degree of entrepreneurship, strong client orientation, cost
awareness, and multidisciplinary cooperation were still the basics, as
they are today.

Today we have 7 countries in 18 offices with 800 people in Central and
Eastern Europe and 9 offices in 3 countries with 900 people in NorthWest Europe
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